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Guinea: reminded for what we are here. To review the WIM and the mandate is clear. Progress 
on work plan of excom and future of guiding ways of future.  
 
Progress = inadequate (function of WIM not been delivered) (TFD is not the model in that not 
our vision of the WIM - the deliverable is very far in the future and so in the long term goal of the 
WIM we should discuss. Also ‘publication’ ‘publication’ ‘2020 discussion’ but the WIM has a 
function of an action and support that has been inadequate  
 
Had a very constructive discussion in inf-inf but now its all a mess again. The expert  
 
The ??? Report, before I came into the room, there was nothing in the commonalities, there was 
nothing on the table that is supposed to show what countries are providing in terms of loss and 
damage. - so are not showing that. There is not that.  
 
We are talking about mapping and I’m not a language speaker. Mapping to me is doing a ??? 
But that is not creating… 
 
The function of standing committee as far as loss and damage is concerned is failing. not that 
not adding something. First needs to be addressed under the convention. Something outside of 
convention - its deliberated - based on voluntary stuff.  
 
Very keen to know if there is support being provided. Which operating entities have ever 
reported on loss and damage. The expert group is not a small committee. Proposal put forward 
is what we thought what was missing. We did our homework and came up with other texts but 
others never did.  
 
Jamaica: aligns with G77 and AOSIS 
 

1. Impact is very much related to mitigation. So we want a link between increased 
emissions and the resulting effects.  

2. Re: finance - we have this technical paper and we have this paper from what we 
understand is that to show that need to strengthen. Cannot have a review without 
mentioning finance 

 
Sudan: already supported submission but because need to stress the issues of finance, in 
order to advance the work of the WIM it self and the work of developing countries, the issue of 
finance is central.  
 
To Australia - none of us says that useless product. Don’t see issue of strengthening products of 
WIM as exclusive to what are suggesting here. Many products are quite useful. But there is 
really needed more in the implementation of action - the result - the informal-informal was 
already important. Don’t see it as a policy body, see as implementing body, as indicated in 
name…  
 



Importance of EXCOM in creating the accessibility. Workstreams not diversified enough. How to 
take the work into action. We have expressed many times that the links with different constituted 
bodies, we hope that the executive group will help in creating strong relationship to deliver in the 
function discussing.  
 
How to communicate important, concrete information. These are the issues for countries on the 
ground and that we are still waiting to see addressed 
 
St. Lucia: question - note that there have been a number of interventions asking about the 
expert group. Is it the tasks that are problematic? Would be amenable to be more flexible on the 
list  
 
Georgia: not prepared to take a position on Santiago but we do think that it should be created 
by the CMA or COP because it is so important but because created by it, EXCOM shouldn’t be 
the one created modalities, it should be the supreme body only  
 
Palestine - G77: EU and Australia said that we could talk about finance in the finance room. But 
earlier in the day yesterday, colleagues put language re: loss and damage re: finance GCF and 
they said not appropriate for that so which is it?? 
 
Australia: TFD, interestingly, found that when people displaced, displaced more than just once. 
Then just went through discussion of stuck people…. affected in a way that agencies are started 
to think about and responding to.  
 
Finance - in COP22 in Marrakech we talked about finance and set a pathway to continue 
talking.  Want to know when talking about all of the other paragraphs.  
 
Policy discussion about how would work in this room, then give clear guidance on what want 
should go to colleagues in GCF room to be negotiated there.  
 
Adaptation and mitigation and loss and damage. Another 4th part of equation to be solved = 
national policies, cooperation.  
 
Idea of vulnerable communities, ecosystems need to be part of the conversations no matter 
where they are. Need to be part of sharing.  
 
Participation. - in the decision text there was a para on human rights and participation and want 
to make sure that it stays there  
 
India: associate with G77, Ecuador, LNDCs… may be reflected products of WIM> EXCOM is 
important, want to strengthen but at the same time WIM is larger so want to adopt G77 network 
to support EXCOM with expanding.  
 
U.S.: had a good discussion for three hours re: finance and hope that you can move forward 
with that. 2 more concrete reactions 
 
G77 proposal 7a - have looked at risk transfer extensively and could definitely continue to work 
on that especially because have learned that there are some complications with implementing, 
especially re:  



 
And also EXCOM should be drawing experiences from all countries - where risk transfer 
facilities have AND HAVEN’T worked to help avoid complications down the road.  
 
Reg. Text para 30 - alignment with the stocktake. Don’t see necessity to tie EXCOM with global 
stocktake. Might be simple just to keep periodicity separate 
 
Japan: mitigation and adaptation limitations very clear but also a lot of other financial options 
like DRR. But also there is some kind of report on emergency financing based on prior 
agreement. As example of finance mechanisms out there 
 
EU: reassure everyone that not only is EU ready but has been very interested in the proposal. 
See that there very clear reasons to get some. Issue for financing - general call for enhancing 
support for climate finance, based on what agreed on in PAris agreement  
Tell EXCOM to interact with options already existing to work with GCF in guidelines  
EU is a big supporter for action, already turned 2030 pledge but at the same time the para 
heard yesterday that couldn’t capture yesterday … didn’t take into account how might be 
different because of decisions might make.  
Question for cofacilitator - will you let us know if you aren’t able to capture something that we 
said?  
 
Co-Facilitator: Welcome any text or textual understanding might have based on work with each 
other but do as soon as possible because have a long night with each other.  
 
Palestine - G77: thank you for engaging with us. And thank you for clarifying where should be 
negotiating finance. How exactly do we draft guidance for the GCF? To respond to Georgia, the 
way we phrased it, we said that modalities would be developed by expert group and decided by 
EXCOM. - urgency ⇒ why in EXCOM rather than party. Also its within 2 years.  
 
Co-Facilitator: Will reflect as soon as we can. Propose any language wish to propose within 
the next … as soon as possible. —> TONIGHT  
 

 


